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Are you tired of losing track of those login/usernames and passwords you create every time you visit

a new website? Now you can keep important website addresses, usernames, and passwords in one

convenient place!Lots of space: 144 pages, including tabbed alphabetical pagesPlenty of room for

all those Web site addresses, usernames, passwords, and additional notesA spiral binding that

allows pages to lie flat for ease of useHandy elastic band closurePages in the back on which to

record additional useful information, such as your home network configuration, software license

numbers, and other notesRemovable label and discreet cover design4-1/4'' wide x 5-3/4'' high

Hardcover-spiral: 144 pages
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View larger

The Personal Internet Address and Password Logbook   No more Internet headaches! Keep all your

user names and passwords, along with all those website names and addresses, in one convenient

place! Holds nearly 400 entries!       View larger

Whether you&#039;re emailing, paying bills, or shopping online, this little book is for you!             

View larger              View larger              View larger              View larger           Removable cover

band and discreet cover design   Sturdy hardcover case comes with a removable cover sleeve --

detach and discard it to help keep your Logbook inconspicuous and your online information secure.

(You can also remove the title page, introductory page, and back cover sticker).       Tabbed A-to-Z

pages for easy reference   Each page holds 3 entries. Each entry contains 5 lines for a website



name, the site address, your login/username, your password, plus 3 lines for recording extra

information about the website/account. Holds 390 entries in all!       Record additional details in the

back of the book   The Logbook includes a page in the back of the book for &#039;&#039;Useful

Internet & Computer Information&#039;. Here&#039;s where you can write down information about

your Internet service provider and personal and work emails.       Note your &#039;&#039;Home

Network Settings&#039;&#039;   Record additional details about your computer set-up here.

You&#039;ll also find space for &#039;Software License Numbers&#039; plus 5 handy pages for

extra Notes at the very end of the book.

View larger      Practical Logbook is perfect for home or office!   Tired of resetting your login

information?   This time- and headache-saving little volume is for you! Keep track of every new

website and online account. No more sticky notes and scraps of paper scattered around your desk! 

 Elastic band keeps Logbook closed   A matching elastic band attached to the back cover will keep

your book closed, or keep your place.   Subdued cover design   Plain black cover design helps keep

sensitive login details under wraps. Achieve Internet organization at last with this hardworking

accessory for home or office!       About this Logbook:       Compact Logbook measures

4-1/4&#039;&#039; wide by 5-3/4&#039;&#039; high. 144 pages. Clearly labeled and lined pages.

Each page has room for 3 entries.     Logbook pages take pen or pencil and are bleedthrough

resistant.     Note: Keep this book in a secure place.

Our Company History   In 1928, at the age of twenty-two, Peter Beilenson began printing books on

a small press in the basement of his parentsÃ¢Â€Â™ home in Larchmont, New York. Peter -- and

later, his wife, Edna -- sought to create fine books that sold at &#039;prices even a pauper could

afford&#039;.   Today, still family owned and operated, Peter Pauper Press continues to honor our

foundersÃ¢Â€Â™ legacy -- and our customersÃ¢Â€Â™ expectations -- of beauty, quality, and value.

  Image: Peter Pauper Press headquarters, Mount Vernon, New York, circa 1948.

This past Christmas I decided to give password books with gifts for friends and family members. I've

found my own to be super useful and am writing this review to share a comparison of the ones I

purchased here on .I'm uploading some photos that will tell you more than my words here do. Below

are links for the books, in the same order they are laid out in the first photo I'm posting.Book #1 is

the red one I personally own and love, (this one is not currently available here but for comparisons,

this is it)Â The Personal Internet Address & Password Logbook - RedÂ If you want to read my



review with photos, you can do so here,

http://www..com/review/R35K16WUNGUFH6/ref=cm_cr_rdp_perm?ie=UTF8&ASIN=1441308148B

ook #2 is similar to my own and is currently available here,Â The Personal Internet Address &

Password Log BookÂ (Like mine, it has cut out tabs in the pages, two letters per tab.)Book #3 is the

smaller but thicker, spiral bound, white book,Â BookFactoryÃ‚Â® Password Journal / Password

Diary / Mini Pocket Passwords Notebook, 120 Pages - 3 1/2" x 5 1/4", Durable Thick Translucent

Cover, High Quality Wire-O Binding (JOU-120-MCW-A-(Password))Â (This one is handy if you want

the ability to hold it in one hand while writing on either side. The others will only open like a regular

book.)Book #4 is the larger book with a bright geometric cover,Â Password Journal: Password

Keeper / Music Gifts ( Internet Address Logbook / Diary / Notebook ) (Password Journals - Music

(Carnvial))Â (This one has noticeably lighter ink inside but definitely stands out on a

bookshelf.)Book #5 is the larger black book with butterflies on it,Â Password Log: (An Internet

Address and Password Journal)Â (I like that the ink is printed nice and dark so I gifted this one to

my mom since her eyesight is not what it used to be.)I'd say the first two have the best covers in

terms of long range durability. I like the tabs but you might not if you don't like the idea of them

being two letters at a time. I think all five have nice paper. Hopefully the photos give you a good idea

for size and comparison of features.Lastly, I'll recommend some pencils. Since passwords can

change, it makes sense to write in these books in pencil. These ones write well and erase easier

than others I've used (funny as that sounds),Â Bic Xtra Fun Ultra Solid Break Resistant #2 Pencils

(8 Count)I'd recommend all of these password books. Numbers 2, 3, & 5 I'd say are the best

choices (beyond that I think it depends on current pricing, your handwriting size, and overall

preferences). Buy with confidence! Smile. Hope this is helpful!

The inside the book is fine, but there is a huge sticker on the back of the book that states:

"Warning----To avoid danger of suffocation, keep away from babies and children. Do not use in

cribs, beds, or play pens. This bag is not a toy" This sticker does not come off the cover of the book

without tearing the book cover. Plus, this did not even come in a bag, so why is there a sticker like

this even on it?

This is exactly what I wanted. A single place where you can store all your important login

information and not have to store it on the computer. I had a notebook which was serving that

purpose for me, but things were scattered all over it. Having a notebook where all the login

information can be alphabetically organized for easy access was wonderful. Some reviewers have



complained about the size, but it is exactly what the specifications say, 4x5.5. Though the size is

perfect for me, this product itself has disappointed me in several ways:1. The outside covers are

made of light cardboard. Not the kind of binding you would expect in a reasonable well bound

notebook. In short, it feels cheap.2. The paper quality is OK, but not good for this purpose. In a book

like this, you are likely to make lots of changes because passwords are frequently changed for

security purposes. I will write in this book with a pencil only for that reason. I am not sure if the

paper in this book will withstand frequent erasures and re-writes without showing eraser marks or

getting faded.3. It is flimsy. It has a spiral bound inside (visible in the last picture) that is not very

smooth. Pages tend to get tangled in the spiral. Slightly fewer pages or slightly bigger spiral would

have fixed the problem. Ideally, a notebook like this, that you are likely to keep for a long time,

should be stitched. However, this is just a suggestion.In sum, it needs better binding and better

quality paper and cover. The inner layout is fine. If you desire a quality notebook, you will be

disappointed after mild usage, if not on first sight. Had I seen this in a store, I would not have bought

it.

Pretty straightforward product and I am really pleased with it. Smaller than expected, but I'm actually

happy with that. The slip on the front page is removable so it just looks like any other journal or

diary. Really happy to see it has a strap to help keep it closed too. My favorite part is that it has the

labels for the letters. I see this being very useful to me since I am always signing up for sites I will

only need to use so often and easily forget passwords, especially with all the "rules" now days of

what your password needs to contain.

A little smaller than I imagined but it is exactly what I was looking for. I'll bet I went to 6 different

grocery and drug stores that have office and school supplies and none of them had a simple

address book. This is very nice quality for the price. Spiral bound inside a leatherette/vinyl (?)

binder. Peter Pauper Press is unique in their products including the popular I CAN"T REMEMBER

S#IT book. Too funny. Glad I found this.
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